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Community Based Entrepreneurship

The Sliced Truck
Manny Bowman ‘23 – (Sponsor: Professor John Dobson)
Course Description

Our Partners in Worcester

This course provides an opportunity for students pursuing an

Below are some of our partners for previous and future events:

entrepreneurship minor to showcase their learned skills and co-

 Redemption Rock Brewery

create with community partners. Using the Combi food truck,

 New Tradition Company

students can collaborate with local partners of their choice to

 New England VegFest

develop and implement their community-based

 C.C Lowell Art Store

business/innovation ideas. This course is an excellent opportunity
to build stronger community bonds by encouraging collaboration
between students and local organizations. This encourages
growth within Worcester and Main South business. The selfdirected nature of this course drives students to further develop
their entrepreneurial skills in a way that is unique to the course.
Every student gets a hands-on experience operating their own
small business, which greatly strengthens skills such as business
management, leadership, customer service, financial intelligence,
analytics, and more. All of this is achieved while allowing
students to make real connections throughout the city and
showcase their entrepreneurial talents.

Event Inquiry
Securing events where students can sell their food is a key
component to the class. The following list is of the
key information I acquire prior to an event:
 Expected servings
 Prepaid or customer payment
 Other vendors
 Business Guarantee

The Sliced Truck

This initial information also allows me to create my logs where I

The business I operate as a part of this class is The Sliced Truck.

keep track of all purchased goods and earnings. (Shown below)

Going into the course, I was not completely sure what to expect.
However, my passion for my work quickly took over and pushed
me to get the best out of this course. My love for cooking is
rooted in my childhood, having home cooked meals just about
every night, sharing countless dinners with extended family, and

Prep Work

primarily traveling for the interest of eating. I also grew up as a

The most important aspect of our work goes on behind the scenes

vegetarian, which always offered few veggies-friendly options.

in our food preparation. Our prep work typically takes 10-14

This has all had a major effect on the way I value and appreciate

hours which consists largely of cutting vegetables, preparing main

food, leading me to create Sliced. Our goal is to showcase Vegan &

menu items, making beverages, and packaging up any items that

Vegetarian food at its best! Often, the vegan option on the menu

will help

is full of vegetables and lacking the love a great dish requires.

make the day run as smooth as possible. The prep work

Every meal Sliced will be serving has gone through hours of trial

allows me to display high quality food I push myself to produce.

to be perfected for our customer.

♡ WE HOPE YOU ENJOY ♡

FOLLOW OUR INSTAGRAM @THESLICEDTRUCK

The menu shown above is one of many menus we
offer and a look at the items we prepare to serve.

